
Shriffle
Technologies

A RELIABLE PARTNER FOR YOUR ONLINE BUSINESS



Shriffle
Technologies
Technology Consulting 

Our technical experts perform a thorough evaluation of
your project needs and available technology stacks to help
you pick the most appropriate option.

Software Prototyping

A proof-of-concept helps evaluate the feasibility of your
concept for real-world implementation and assess the
potential of your idea resources consumed.
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Discovery And Planning

We help define the project strategy and roadmap, clarify
requirements and prepare the required documentation to
ensure you are fixing the right the right actions.

Agile Methodology

We help define the project strategy and roadmap, clarify
requirements and prepare the required documentation to
ensure you are fixing the right the right actions.
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What are you looking for
 
 

We provide services that match your requirements of taking your business
online successfully. With experts from our transformation team has subject
matter experts across various industries providing full-stack development

services.

DevOps 
Mobile App Development 
Web  Development 



What
tech we
do use

Areas of expertise

Ruby On Rails

Rails are suitable for both
state-of-the-art public
websites that compete
with Single Page
JavaScript applications,
and complex enterprise
core system applications
that usually look a bit
‘uglier’ (with a more
generic, lower fidelity UI),
but compensate for this
blemish with a ton of
complicated business
rules and logic.

React Native 

React Native is a great
choice for creating
performant iOS and
Android apps that feel
native on their respective
platforms.

DevOps

Fast-paced
development and
quicker time-to-market
are the two key factors
deciding the success of
any firm in today’s IT
industry.
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Angular/Javascript

We love working with it
because it is open-
source, easy to pick up
if you’re familiar with
JavaScript, and has a
shorter development
time, all of which allows
us to produce quality
projects and get them
out to market in no time.
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How we work on a project

Strategy

Our Business consultant gets embedded
in your thought process and monitors

your end user’s behaviour to map out the
user journey in the app.

Design

With a team of UI and UX experts we build
your app design in conjunction with your

needs and requirements.

Develop

We build in agile cycles where you get
MVPs after every 2-3 weeks depending

on the project type and duration. We have
robust unit and smoke testing practices
enabling error-free code even for MVPs.



App Development History
 

Baseball Card Viewer

The Strat-O-Matic Card Viewer
lets you have the enjoyment of
exploring every player card for

every season we've ever
released

Bandi Bytz

Bandi Bytz is a food ordering
and delivery company, based in

Devanahalli, Bengaluru.

FutureBricks

FutureBricks is a peer-to-peer
lending platform offering

alternative finance to small and
medium-sized house builders.

Swindle

Securities lending with credit
line reporting directly to credit

bureaus is the ideal version with
all integrations fully built. 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.cardviewer&hl=en_IN&gl=US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bandibytz&hl=en_IN&gl=US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.futurebricks&hl=en_IN&gl=US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.engineer.swindleapp
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Developed
Websites

Career highlights

SellerChamp
(https://www.sellerchamp.com/)

SellerChamp is the only platform that lists 10,000+
items at once. Simply upload a spreadsheet or scan a
barcode to automatically list your items on Amazon and
eBay.

PatientIQ (https://app.patientiq.io,
https://patient.patientiq.io)

PatientIQ is a HIPAA compliant, cloud-based application
that seamlessly integrates clinical data, patient-
reported outcomes, and academic research to provide
analytics for the various stakeholders in the health care
ecosystem.

UGMO(http://www.ugmo.com)

UgMO is the pioneer in root zone monitoring and
management.
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Developed
Websites

Career highlights

Radiopedia (https://radiopaedia.org/)

Radiopaedia’s mission is to create the best radiology
reference the world has ever seen and to make it
available for free, for ever, for all.

LateralLink (https://laterallink.com/)

Lateral Link is one of the very best in the recruiting
business and has assembled a world-class team and
organization. They are visionary and will remain on the
cutting edge in the legal profession for many years to
come based on their intellect, curiosity, and intuition. It
is always a true pleasure to collaborate with Lateral
Link.

Opentrack (https://opentrack.com)

OpenTrack offers unparalleled HPDE and track day
insurance solutions for both annual unlimited and daily
on-demand coverage options
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Developed
Websites

Career highlights

Pepsidrc (https://pepsidrc.com/)

DRC is a leading F&B manufacturing and distribution
company in the lower gulf. It is strategically located at
the heart of the new industrial hub midway between
Dubai and Abu Dhabi, at Dubai Investment Park. 

Quint Events (https://quintevents.com)

QuintEvents is proud to be an Official Hospitality
Provider to the greatest names in sports and
entertainment. Get the security of buying packages
direct from the source and the exclusive benefits from
our "Official" relationships.

Helpfulcrowd
(https://www.helpfulcrowd.com/)

Use HelpfulCrowd to rank higher and stand out from
competitors in Google Organic search results and
Google Shopping with customer review star ratings.
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40+ clients to date and growing

Enjoy working with RoR experts by outsourcing
your tasks to Shriffle. Over more than eight
years, our team has completed 150+ projects
for startups and clients like Radiopaedia,
Sellerchamp, and Ugmo. 

98% success rate

We have mastered business-centered
programming and worked out the best
outsourcing practices.

50+ team members and growing

Our team includes more than 50+ developers
with an average of four years of professional
experience. Senior engineers at Shriffle have
been in the job for 6–8 years.
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Productivity
apps we're
proficient in

Tools for online success
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Ways to
reach out

Let's work together

Email

contact@shriffle.com

Website

https://shriffle.com

Phone

+91-9770976182

https://shriffle.com/

